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Abstract 

The objective of this paper is to present the Bechtel Jacobs Company, LLC (BJC) Lessons 
Learned for system design as it relates to safety basis documentation. BJC has had to reconcile 
incomplete or outdated system description information with current facility safety basis for a 
number of situations in recent months. This paper has relevance in multiple topical areas 
including documented safety analysis, decontamination & decommissioning (D&D), safety basis 
(SB) implementation, safety and design integration, potential inadequacy of the safety analysis 
(PISA), technical safety requirements (TSR), and unreviewed safety questions. 

BJC learned that nuclear safety compliance relies on adequate and well documented system 
design information. A number of PIS As and TSR violations occurred due to inadequate or 
erroneous system design information. As a corrective action, BJC assessed the occurrences 
caused by systems design-safety basis interface problems. Safety systems reviewed included the 
Molten Salt Reactor Experiment (MSRE) Fluorination System, K-1065 fire alarm system, and 
the K-25 Radiation Criticality Accident Alarm System. The conclusion was that an inadequate 
knowledge of system design could result in continuous non-compliance issues relating to nuclear 
safety. This was especially true with older facilities that lacked current as-built drawings coupled 
with the loss of "historical knowledge" as personnel retired or moved on in their careers. Walk-
down of systems and the updating of drawings are imperative for nuclear safety compliance. 

System design integration with safety basis has relevance in the Department of Energy (DOE) 
complex. This paper presents the BJC Lessons Learned in this area. It will be of benefit to 
DOE contractors that manage and operate an aging population of nuclear facilities. 

Introduction 

The development of safety basis documents and operational safety for legacy structures entering 
new missions/life stages requires the reliance on historical documentation and process 
knowledge to draft the safety basis document, and a questioning attitude throughout the 
operation to establish and maintain the safety of personnel. The PISA process provides a bridge 
that encourages maintaining the questioning attitude while providing input to the safety basis 
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update process. The PISA process also provides a bridge to the DOE Lessons Learned system 
that encourages the sharing of the information gained through the operational events and/or 
questioning attitude that identified the issue leading to the PISA. This paper discusses three 
legacy facilities, the K-25 facility, the K-1065 facility, and the MSRE, with two "as found" 
conditions and three operational events. The paper discusses how the lack of knowledge or 
understanding of design details created the need for safety basis reviews and updates. 

K-25, Process Building 

The K-25 building structural footprint is quite large, occupying approximately seven acres of 
land- and is comprised of three wings in the shape of a "U": a north wing ~ 450 ft, and an east 
and west wing that are each ~ Vi mile in length. The K-25 building ceased production operations 
in 1964. It is in a state of disrepair in that the walls have open penetrations, the roof leaks, some 
of the floors are unstable, and some of the concrete structural members are spalling. For 
activities other than walkdowns, structural evaluations are required prior to first-time work. 
Some areas in the vault level (lowest level) have some confinement function, but in other 
areas/levels the equipment and piping provides the confinement/environmental isolation. The 
current K-25 mission is final D&D. The current operations involve performing clean-out of 
remaining material to support declaration of Criticality Incredibility in support of general facility 
demolition. Some actions were taken by the previous contractor; such as salvage operations; 
non-destructive assay readings; removing the highest risk components; and isolating other 
components/penetrations. The Bechtel Jacobs Company K-25/K-27 D&D Project is continuing 
these activities in preparation for actual demolition. 

As-Found Condition: Historical CAAS Master-Slave Relationship 

The current operations have a TSR limiting condition of operation (LCO) that requires the 
Criticality Accident Alarm System (CAAS) to be operable1. The size and mass of the K-25 
structure requires multiple and overlapping CAAS detectors and alarm annunciators to ensure 
adequate coverage of the full facility. If any portion of the system is inoperable, there are 
recovery actions required for that area. At the time of the discovery, the contractor was in the 
process of testing the old system, referred to as the "Historical" system. A new system, referred 
to as the "Reconfigured" system, was near completion but had not yet been approved for 
operation. Rain the previous week had caused a section of the Historical CAAS to be placed in 
the LCO action status (inoperative). The conducted test identified horns on the periphery of the 
inoperative section that should have sounded but did not. 

The Historical system consisted of multiple clusters of detectors and associated Emergency 
Relay Cabinets (ERCs) that activated horns and beacons. When a cluster detected an increase in 
radiation it sent a signal to a -master- ERC which then sent signals to multiple -slaved- ERCs to 
activate horns/beacons in the affected area. Some -slaved- ERCs could be activated by more than 
one -master- giving an overlap to the coverage area. A map board was utilized to remotely 
monitor the status of the CAAS. One function of this map board allowed ERCs to be placed in 
the -test/trouble- mode. This mode was utilized to prevent horns/beacons from being activated by 
the associated ERCs during maintenance or testing activities. During the test of the system it was 



discovered that placing a -master- ERC in -test/trouble- mode prevented other -master-
ERCs that were not in -test/trouble- from activating the -slaved- ERCs that are common to 
multiple -master- ERCs. This -master-slave- relationship was not described adequately and did 
not cover the fact that once locked out by the -test trouble- function, the -slaved- ERC was 
locked out from any -master- signal, not just the -master- that was in the -test/trouble- mode. The 
-master-slave- relationship only occurred within the Historical system. The as-found condition 
was reported in an Occurrence Report2. The Historical system has subsequently been replaced by 
the Reconfigured CAAS system which does not have ERCs and does not use a -master-slave-
concept in its design. 

The deficiency created by the safety basis/Historical CAAS disconnect was the potential that one 
or more of the alarms credited for the Immediate Evacuation Zone were not operable and the 
LCO Recovery Action did not extend to the total area impacted. A PISA was declared for this 
as-found condition. The unreviewed safety question determination (USQD) was found to be 
positive in the increased probability of a malfunction of equipment important to safety, a 
possibility of a malfunction of equipment important to safety of a different type, and an impact to 
the margin of safety. Also the TSR Basis for the CAAS LCO needed additional discussion. Each 
of the USQD issues required the Documented Safety Analysis (DS A) to be revised, and the 
LCO Basis discussion required the TSR document to be revised. These changes needed the 
DOE to review and approve the DSA/TSR revisions that captured the changes. 

Evaluations conducted during the PISA process did demonstrate that the area local horns and 
personnel notification coverage was adequate but that the Safety Basis did not adequately 
describe the -master-slave- relationship in all aspects. 

The design/safety basis issues that were brought out by this event included: 

• Capturing the legacy knowledge of placing safety significant equipment in an 
"inoperative" status needs to be explored, as well as the operative performance of 
equipment. 

• Equipment with multi-signal inputs require each signal condition or source to be 
reviewed to ensure the Safety Basis adequately describes that the required safety 
functions will continue to be performed under all the conditions relied upon. 

The ultimate fix to the Historical CAAS -master-slave- ERC was to complete the implementation 
of the Reconfigured CAAS, which is a much simpler design. 

As-Found Condition: Water in Fissile Material Bearing Components 

After facility shutdown there was a conscious decision to salvage K-25 components, 
mostly valves, to use at other DOE sites. The K-25 salvage operation occurred in the late 
1960's-1970's. Pipes that had the valves to be salvaged were contained within a secondary metal 
enclosure referred to as a "cell house" (metal pipe chase) that restricted the volume of air that 
required temperature control during the operation period. The salvage operation cut into the cell 
houses and removed the valves or components at convenient, easily accessible locations. Some 
effort was made to cap the open piping with plastic and/or metal plugs but openings into cell 



houses were generally left open. The open cell houses provided access points and flow paths for 
water leaking from the roof to leak into open piping. In the early 1990's there was a concerted 
effort to visually inspect the remaining components for evidence of water intrusion and to assay 
all process gas components and piping to determine the amount of material holdup. 
Concurrently, there was a program to install blank flanges or otherwise isolate penetrations to 
minimize the possibility of ongoing water intrusion from the leaking roof. In the late 1990's, a 
criticality evaluation was developed to evaluate the impact of water intrusion into High Risk 
Equipment (HRE). As a result of this evaluation, some components were removed, some 
components were isolated (blank flanges installed), and other components were placed on a 
surveillance list. 

The D&D for the K-25/K-27 facilities includes efforts for validating the adequacy of the 
earlier activities (e.g., nondestructive assay [NDA], isolation, inspection for potential water 
intrusion, etc.). As part of the preparation phase supporting the stabilization of components 
there is an operation referred to as "vent, purge, drain, and inspect" (VPDI). A representative 
number of components, including sections of piping, are scanned with NDA equipment to 
validate previous readings and confirm they need to be removed from the system and deposits 
reduced (mined) prior to disposal. Components that are determined to require removal and 
mining prior to disposal are referred to an HRE. If there is an access point, components are 
inspected by inserting a camera into the pipe or component and visually looking for anomaly 
conditions (e.g., deposits or free liquid). Components and piping that are not obviously open or 
that do not have an obvious access point are vented and purged with moist air to reduce 
personnel exposure to any potential un-reacted gas that may remain in the pipe. They are then 
inspected. Penetrations or access points are subsequently sealed pending actual component 
removal. 

The VPDI operations occurred on the west wing of the facility first. In the west wing, the salvage 
operations had removed the components at a point above the vertical level of penetrations in the 
cell housing-water did not accumulate above the open pipe level where the valves were 
removed. If any free water was found in the low points of components it was typically a minimal 
amount. The west wing VPDI operations were nearing completion and operations were starting 
on east wing. 

Early in the VPDI operations on the east side a component was found to contain many gallons of 
liquid. An anomalous condition report (ACR) was filed in accordance with requirements of the 
BJC Nuclear Criticality program3. A focused investigation was initiated to determine if there 
were other components that had significant amounts of water or if this was an isolated case. 
Several components were found to have significant water, but components with significant water 
was not a prevalent condition. An Occurrence Report was issued4. Review of the SB and the 
supporting Criticality document did not immediately indicate that this significant water was an 
analyzed condition. A PISA was declared and operations were suspended pending the outcome 
of the PISA USQD and review. 

The results of the PISA review indicated that the presence of large quantities of water in 
equipment that was not isolated was an original assumption in the supporting Criticality analysis. 
It also revealed that the slight difference in salvage operations between the west wing and the 



east wing had resulted in several cases where the east wing valve removal operations cut the pipe 
"stubs" off below the vertical level of the cell house openings allowing water to accumulate 
above the pipe stub level. Under these water submersion environmental conditions, pipe seals 
had deteriorated and allowed water intrusion to accumulate over the years in the components 
(see photograph). 

The SB and system design issues identified 
during the resolution of this event included: 

• Subtle differences, such as the 
height of a pipe stub can have a 
significant impact on the safety of 
the operation. 

• The absence of water on the west 
wing was not an accurate indicator 
of conditions on the east wing. 

• The inclusion of large amounts of 
water in the criticality analysis 
seemed to be a highly likely 
assumption but there was no 
particular place that could be 
pointed to in the document that 
showed that the condition met the 
double contingency principal 
(DCP). 

The final outcome of the event was that the higher than previously observed water levels did not 
represent an inadequacy and that the DCP was not lost or challenged. Management concurred 
that the Anomalous Condition Report, Occurrence Report, and PISA path was the process that 
lead to the issue resolution. 

K-1065, Waste Storage Facility 

The K-1065 Complex is situated at the East Tennessee Technology Park (ETTP), a former 
U.S. government uranium enrichment site owned by DOE and managed by the BJC since 1998. 
The K-1065 Complex, located on the western perimeter of the site, is a set of modern industrial 
storage structures that are used for the activities associated with the temporary storage of waste 
containers. First operational in 1992, the large warehouse-type structures and equipment have 
been modified slightly as the waste storage needs have changed, and waste containers have been 
shipped to waste disposal facilities. Smaller Flammable Storage Unit (FSU) buildings were 
added in 2002. The structures and equipment used for these activities are commercially available 
designs. Five large metal warehouse-type buildings (K-1065A-E) were originally erected on 
concrete spill containment foundations to store containers of nonflammable waste materials. 



Three of these buildings (K-1065A-C) are arranged in a northern row separated by a 50-ft wide 
central access road from a southern row of two buildings (K-1065D-E). Three smaller 
prefabricated FSUs (K-1065F-H) were added to the west side of the southern row of large 
warehouse buildings to safely store containers of flammable waste materials. 

The facilities continue to store sanitary, hazardous, mixed and low-level waste. In 2002, the 
decision was made to upgrade the facility to a Category 2 nuclear facility to accommodate more 
radioactive waste than previously allowed. This resulted in crediting the wet-pipe fire sprinkler 
system in the warehouse buildings and the dry chemical extinguishing system in the FSUs. 
Because the dry chemical system is a one-time use operation, the fire alarm system is also 
credited for the FSU operation. 

Failure of FSU Alarm Signal Receipt in Plant Shift Superintendent 

While conducting an unrelated assessment of the training requirements of the Plant Shift 
Superintendent (PSS) for an adjacent facility it was discovered that a discharge mechanism for 
the K-1065 dry Chemical Extinguisher System was not able to send an alarm to the PSS control 
station as required by the K-1065 TSR5 for the facility. Upon discovery, the FSUs were declared 
INOPERABLE and the LCO actions were initiated. 

In the event that the discharge mechanism for the K-1065 Dry Chemical Extinguisher systems 
had activated, a signal would have been sent to a digital alarm receiver (Sur-gard) and then to a 
computer server located in the ETTP Fire Department Building. The server was designed to send 
status signals (visual signals simultaneously) to a computer terminal and monitor at the Fire 
Department alarm room and another terminal and monitor at the PSS control station. An audible 
alarm could only be received at either the PSS or the Fire Department, but not at both locations 
simultaneously. The software system design provided the capability to send the audible signal 
from the Fire Department to the PSS. 

The server at the Fire Department was lost resulting in the inability of the PSS to monitor fire 
alarms that passed through the Sur-Gard system. An occurrence report6 was issued and a 
critique conducted. Because the Fire Department continued to monitor the alarm panel, the 
TSR violation was not immediately recognized. Due to the complexity of the system and the 
transition of many support activities to the City of Oak Ridge, the signal was redirected to the 
Security and Fire Alarm System maintained at the Savannah River Site. 

Because this system existed before the DS A and TSR, one of the failure points was writing the 
system description document (SDD) after the DS A and TSR were written and approved. The 
system description was written primarily from the text in the TSR bases and an independent 
review of the system was not done. Therefore, the DS A and TSR fed the SDD rather than the 
SDD providing a complete description for the DSA and TSR. 



The system design issues are below: 

1. Inadequate SDD 
2. Failure to understand the signal routing to the Fire Department and PSS 
3. Failure to include adequate surveillances associated with the signal routing 

The final outcome was a rewrite of the DSA, the TSR surveillances and the associated TSR 
bases. Actions from this occurrence included an extent of condition review of all SDDs and the 
subsequent flowdown to the DSA and TSR. 

Molten Salt Reactor Experiment D&D Project 

The MSRE facility at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) was a graphite-moderated, 
liquid-fueled reactor built in the 1960s to investigate the practicality of the molten salt reactor 
concept. The reactor achieved criticality in 1965 and was shut down in December 1969. The 
inventories of the 233UF4 reactor fuel; accumulated fission products; and the beryllium, 
zirconium, and lithium fluoride salts were drained into the fuel drain tanks (FDTs) and fuel flush 
tank (FFT) during shutdown. The drain tanks are located in a below-grade cell in the high bay. 

Under D&D, the salts in three tanks are melted, and then the uranium in the salts is processed in 
the tanks to form volatile uranium hexafluoride (UFe). This involves a Hydrofluorination process 
(HF), followed by a Fluorination process (F2). The RGRS was built to facilitate the pumping of 
gas from the tanks and the trapping of the UF6 on cold traps. The UF6 is then migrated to sodium 
fluoride (NaF) traps where it is adsorbed. 

RGRS Pressure Control Design Issues 

HF and F2 gases are extremely hazardous. RGRS pressure control is crucial in the protection of 
the facility worker. The pressure control system includes a flow regulator, safety relief valves, 
and a rupture disk. The UF6 transfer piping, which includes the RGRS, is a design feature and 
contains a component with a rated design pressure of 50 psig providing the basis for the system 
to be limited to 50 psig7. 

A pressure excursion event with the RGRS resulted from an inadequate understanding of the 
system8. After replacing a five pound F2 cylinder, a technician noticed that the pressure relief 
valve discharge piping was glowing red hot. The pressure regulator is supposed to be closed 
when a new fluorine cylinder is valved into the system, but wasn't. The pressure gauge was off 
the scale but was ignored, due to previous problems with this gauge. The subsequent 
investigation found that the range of this gauge was 0-30 psig, while the regulator allowed a 
system pressure of up to 50 psig. Furthermore, pressure relief occurs at 45 psig. Therefore, when 
adjusted to full open, the regulator would over pressurize the system. 

During this event, two non-credited relief valves failed to relieve the pressure. This challenged 
the credited relief system. The credited system consists of a rupture disk designed to fail at 
45 psig, followed by a safety relief valve that relieves gas to a stack. The rupture disk protects 



the credited safety valve from a fluorinated environment. When the rupture disk failed, a metal 
fire occurred in the piping upstream of the credited relief valve. This fire was due to organic 
contaminants on the downstream side of the rupture disk. The organics reacted with the fluorine 
and started the metal fire. 

A potentially inadequate safety analysis was declared and the resulting unreviewed safety 
question determination was positive. A system design review was performed for the RGRS. Two 
other design issues surfaced. 

The non-credited safety relief valves were found to be sticking to the seating gaskets. The gasket 
material was incompatible with fluorine environments, which caused the material to become 
sticky. 

Additionally, previously procured check valves were used to replace isolation valves. At the time 
of procurement, this use of check valves was acceptable. However, a subsequent change to the 
vendor manual required that globe valves be used for isolation. This misuse contributed to 
MSRE failing a DOE readiness assessment. 

The system design issues are listed below: 

1. Failure to use a pressure gauge with a range appropriate for the designed system 
operating pressure range. 

2. Inappropriate use of a pressure regulator with an upper limit beyond the design relief 
pressure. 

3. Failure to understand the impact of organic contaminants on the fluorinated 
environment. 

4. Inappropriate gasket material used in a fluorinated environment. 
5. Inappropriate use of check valves for system isolation. 

HF Monitor and System Isolation Design Issue 

Per the MSRE Technical Safety Requirements, the RGRS Area HF Detector System shall be 
operable. An operable RGRS Area Detector System consists of an HF Monitor (HF-1), located in 
the high bay, which is capable of detecting 10 ppm equivalent HF concentration, and closing two 
isolation valves prior to the HF concentration exceeding 10 ppm. A surveillance requirement 
specifies that a functional test will be performed on the HF monitor to verify that the two 
isolation valves close at an equivalent HF concentration equal to or less than 10 ppm. This 
detector also has an audible alarm which is not a credited function in the TSR. After the 
functional test is performed, a manual reset button is pushed and the alarm is reset which turns 
off the audible alarm and clears the valve isolation signal. Under an HF release scenario, the 
audible alarm would sound, personnel would evacuate the high bay, and the system would be 
isolated to terminate the release of HF. When the HF concentration drops below the preset 
concentration, the alarm would reset automatically. Once the alarm is silenced, workers would 
reenter the high bay and begin recovery actions. 



A loss of confinement event compromising both the pipe and the secondary containment hose 
could result in a release of toxic reagent gases and UF6 directly into the high bay. Workers 
located within the area of the loss of confinement accident could be exposed to these reagent 
gases. These reagent gases can be toxic to workers if they are exposed to excessive 
concentrations. Closing the isolation valves terminates the release event, thereby minimizing the 
consequences associated with the exposure to toxic reactive gases and UF6 in the high bay. 

When performing the surveillance requirement for HF-1, the work crew verifies that the two 
isolation valves close. Once verification has been completed, the manual reset button is pushed 
to reset the system. An event occurred during the performance of the surveillance requirement 
for HF-1, which resulted in a failed surveillance9. Rather than being reset manually, the system is 
automatically reset. The automatic reset not only reset the audible alarm, it also reopened the 
isolation valves. Since these valves are required to isolate the system, but reopened, MSRE failed 
to meet the surveillance requirement. 

An investigation was conducted. The facility personnel never realized that an automatic reset, 
after HF levels dropped back below 10 ppm, would reopen the isolation valves. They believed 
that the reset would only silence the audible alarm. Apparently, when the surveillance 
requirement was performed and isolation valve closure verified, the manual reset button was 
pushed which silenced the alarm and opened the valves. The field personnel verifying isolation 
valve closure assumed that the isolation valve reopened on a manual reset, not an automatic 
reset. Further investigation found that the information in the TSR was accurate. However, 
MSRE personnel inaccurately performed the surveillance requirement because they did not 
verify operability as described in the TSR. The isolation valves were not verified to stay shut 
keeping the system isolated. The safety implication is that personnel could have reentered the 
high bay for recovery, then the isolation valves reopen, reinitiating the hazardous gas release. 
Since MSRE operated under this condition when HF-1 was required to be operable, a 
TSR violation was declared. 

The system design issues are listed below: 

1. The facility knowledge base held an incorrect assumption about system operability. 
2. The system design did not meet the operability conditions of the TSR. 
3. The surveillance requirement was incorrectly performed because it did not verify that 

system isolation was performed as required by the TSR. 
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